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The physiological microenvironment of the stem cell niche, including the three factors of stiffness,
topography, and dimension, is crucial to stem cell proliferation and differentiation. Although a growing
body of evidence is present to elucidate the importance of these factors individually, the interaction of
the biophysical parameters of the factors remains insufﬁciently characterized, particularly for stem cells.
To address this issue fully, we applied a micro-fabricated polyacrylamide hydrogel substrate with two
elasticities, two topographies, and three dimensions to systematically test proliferation, morphology and
spreading, differentiation, and cytoskeletal re-organization of rat bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells
(rBMSCs) on twelve cases. An isolated but not combinatory impact of the factors was found regarding the
speciﬁc functions. Substrate stiffness or dimension is predominant in regulating cell proliferation by
fostering cell growth on stiff, unevenly dimensioned substrate. Topography is a key factor for manipulating cell morphology and spreading via the formation of a large spherical shape in a pillar substrate but
not in a grooved substrate. Although stiffness leads to osteogenic or neuronal differentiation of rBMSCs
on a stiff or soft substrate, respectively, topography or dimension also plays a lesser role in directing cell
differentiation. Neither an isolated effect nor a combinatory effect was found for actin or tubulin
expression, whereas a seemingly combinatory effect of topography and dimension was found in
manipulating vimentin expression. These results further the understandings of stem cell proliferation,
morphology, and differentiation in a physiologically mimicking microenvironment.
Ó 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The stem cell niche is crucial to stem cell self-renewal and multilineage differentiation under a physiological microenvironment [1].
In previous studies, the niche was used to deﬁne a multi-typed
subpopulation of neighboring cells to preserve the pluripotency
of stem cells. Different types of niche cells provide a distinct supporting environment, as observed in osteoblast-like cells to
mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) or hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs)
[2,3] or endothelial cells to neural stem cells (NSCs) [4e7]. The
niche also provides the physical anchorage for stem cells via adhesive molecules such as integrins or cadherins in the surrounding
environment. Exogenous signaling molecules such as Wnt or bone
morphogenetic protein (BMP) derived from the niche can regulate
the fate and amount of stem cells [8e12]. Currently, the stem cell
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niche is expanded to deﬁne the surrounding microenvironment of
both supporting cells and the extracellular matrix (ECM) at a speciﬁc tissue site.
Recently, the biomechanical or biophysical microenvironment
has attracted much attention to elucidate the functions of the ECM
niche. Substrate stiffness has been found to regulate the multilineage differentiation of stem cells. MSCs can differentiate into
osteoblasts, myoblasts, or neurons on stiff, relatively stiff, or soft
polyacrylamide (PA) hydrogel, respectively [5,13]. Independently of
or associated with biochemical stimuli, such stiffness-based regulation of stem cells activates the downstream mechanotransduction
of MSCs by manipulating the focal adhesive complex and cytoskeletal organization [14,15], activating integrin-based signaling
pathways [14e17], regulating stem cell secretion of matrix metalloproteinases and intercellular adhesive molecules [18], and, ﬁnally,
determining the fate of stem cell differentiation [5,19e23]. By
attempting to mimic or even replicate in vivo ECM stiffness on a
two-dimensional (2D) or planar substrate, these in vitro studies
have opened a window from a biomechanical or biophysical
viewpoint for lineage differentiation of various types of stem cells.
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A body of evidence has also been found for mechanically regulated growth, spreading, and differentiation of stem cells placed on
a three-dimensional (3D), topographical substrate because the
in vivo niche usually manifests a 3D structure at different tissue
sites. Multiple topographies, including grooved, grid, pillar, or
hexagonally pitched substrates have been employed in in vitro
studies to mimic the physiological niche. Poly-dimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) substrate with topographically patterned ridges and
grooves could promote osteogenic differentiation in hMSCs [24].
Microwells on polyethylene glycol (PEG) could also modulate differentiation of adipocytes or neurons in MSCs [25]. Meanwhile, grid
or lattice topography on PA and PDMS substrates are associated
with murine MSC morphology and adhesion [26,27], whereas pillar
and hexagonal substrates are related with drug or gene delivery to
hMSCs [28,29]. Recently, 2176 randomized libraries of surface topographies designed from mathematical algorithms were applied
to map the interplay between cells and surface topography and to
unravel the unique, formerly unknown, topographies that can
induce MSC proliferation or osteogenic differentiation [30]. Similarly, the effectiveness of topography variation was quantiﬁed
systematically in several micro-engineered substrates [27]. It seems
that the impact of substrate topography manifests the diversity for
the directed differentiation of MSCs.
Moreover, the dimension of the topographical substrate is also
crucial for stem cell self-renewal and lineage differentiation, proliferation, spreading, and cytoskeleton re-organization. Dimension
dependence was observed for the differentiation of human or rat
MSCs placed on pitched PDMS substrate or TiO2 nanotubes [24,31].
Additionally, similar to the effect of substrate stiffness, such
dimension-induced differentiation can be associated with chemically induced differentiation, as found in the observations that
MSCs revealed combinatory effects of topography and chemical
cues (osteoinductive medium) on 400-nm pitch [24] and combinatory effects of nanoscale topography and growth factors (BMP-2)
on 15- or 100-nm nanotubes [31]. Furthermore, dimension-speciﬁc
proliferation [24,32] and adhesion [33] of human or rat MSCs have
also been observed. Thus, dimension speciﬁcity also plays a role in
manipulating lineage differentiation and other biological behaviors
of MSCs.
The tissue-speciﬁc 3D niche regulates stem cell fate commitment. To date, little is known regarding the combined impacts of
substrate stiffness, topography, and dimension on regulating the
functions of stem cells, although each of the three factors has been
well-studied, and the integration of any two of them has begun to
be known. In the present study, the stiffness, topography, and
dimension of the substrate onto which rat bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells (rBMSCs) were placed were systematically varied
to quantify cell proliferation, morphology, differentiation, and
cytoskeletal remodeling. The differential regulation of stem cell
functions was discussed.
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To quantify the mechanical stiffness of the substrate, the planar PA hydrogel at
each of six bis-acrylamide concentrations was cut into rectangular stripes
(L:W:H ¼ 5:2:0.1 cm). The strain, deﬁned as DL/L, was measured using a selfweighing assay, which produces its Young’s modulus by applying E ¼ (G/A)/(DL/L)
where G and A are the weight and section area, respectively (Fig. S1b). In the current
study, E ¼ 6.1, 14.9, 18.8, 42.5, 46.7, and 63.4 kPa, respectively, at the six concentrations of bis-acrylamide (Fig. S1c), in which two sets of stiffness of the PA hydrogel
with E ¼ 6.1 and 46.7 kPa were used in the following functional tests. Finally, the PA
hydrogel was prepared in the form of discs (20 mm in diameter and 0.1 mm in
thickness), two types of topographies (square pillar and groove) and three sets of
dimensions (pillar side-length/inter-pillar gap size or groove ridge width/ditch
width ¼ 5/15, 10/10, or 15/5 mm) with a depth of 5 mm were employed, whereas the
planar PA hydrogel was used as the control (cf. Fig. 1).
2.2. Cells and reagents
rBMSCs were isolated from 3- to 4-week-old male SpragueeDawley (SD) rats
(Vital River Laboratory Animal Technology Company, Beijing, China). Brieﬂy, the
animal was sacriﬁced by cervical dislocation, and the femur and tibia were collected.
The bone marrow was ﬂushed out, and the collected cell suspension was added to LDMEM medium (Gibco, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1 ng/
ml bFGF in a T-25 ﬂask or 12-well plastic plate. Adherent cells were then maintained
in a humidiﬁed, 95% air/5% CO2, 37  C incubator by refreshing the medium every two
or three days. When grown to 85e90% conﬂuence, the cells were rinsed in Ca2þ- and
Mg2þ-free PBS, and then were detached using 0.25% trypsin-EDTA for 1 min. This
procedure was repeated three or four times to collect rBMSCs at w90% purity.
Goat-anti-rat anti-CD11b, CD34, CD45, and CD90 monoclonal antibodies (mAbs)
were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (USA). Mouse-anti-rat anti-Runx2,
rabbit-anti-rat anti-b-tubulin III mAbs, goat-anti-mouse IgG-FITC, and mouse-antirabbit IgG-FITC were from Sigma (USA). FITC-conjugated phalloidin was from
Enzo (USA). Rabbit-anti-rat Alexa FluorÒ647 conjugate anti-vimentin (D21H3) XPÒ
and Alexa FluorÒ 555 conjugate anti-a-tubulin (11H10) mAbs were from Cell
Signaling Technology (USA).

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Fabrication and identiﬁcation of biopolymer substrates
PA hydrogel was used to construct the topographical surface via a soft-contact
lithography technique [34]. Brieﬂy, 40% acrylamide and 2% bis-acrylamide were
mixed with water in a volume of 10 ml to form a solution at a constant concentration
of 10% acrylamide and six concentrations of 0.03, 0.07, 0.13, 0.26, 0.30, and 0.60% bisacrylamide. After adding 1/200 (v/v) of 10% ammonium peroxydisulfate (curing
agent) and 1/2000 (v/v) of N,N,N0 ,N0 -tetramethylethylenediamine (accelerating
agent) into the PA mixture, the designed mask with planar or topographical geometry was suspended immediately for 50 min at room temperature (RT). Solidiﬁed
PA hydrogel was then removed carefully and spoiled in deionized water overnight
(Fig. S1a). An adequate volume of 0.2 mg/ml of sulfo-SANPAH solution (cross-linking
agent) was added, and then was irradiated in ultra-violet light for 5 min. After
complete washing, 1 ml of 20 mg/ml collagen I was added and cross-linked securely
onto the PA hydrogel surface.

Fig. 1. Schematic of experimental set-up. Systematically tested are the three regulating
factors of stiffness, topography, and dimension of PA hydrogel substrate. Planar substrate at varied stiffness was used as control.
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2.3. Flow cytometry and immunological staining
Expression of biomarkers of rBMSCs was performed using ﬂow cytometry.
Brieﬂy, cells were incubated with 10 mg/ml of anti-CD11b, CD34, CD45, or CD90
mAbs separately for 45 min on ice. Collected cells were incubated with 10 mg/ml of
FITC-conjugated secondary polyclonal antibodies, and then were analyzed using a
FACSCanto II ﬂow cytometer (BectoneDickinson, USA). The pluripotency of isolated
rBMSCs was identiﬁed with high expression of CD90, but null expression of CD11b,
CD34, and CD35 (Fig. S2a), when the cells were cultured in ﬂasks (Fig. S2b).
Distribution of cytoplasmic proteins, actin, vimentin, or vinculin, was visualized
using immunostaining techniques. Cells cultured on the substrate were rinsed in
PBS at pH 7.2, ﬁxed for 30 min in 4% paraformaldehyde, and permeabilized with 0.1%
Triton 100-X for 15 min. Filamentous actin was stained with FITC-conjugated
phalloidin diluted in 1% bovine serum albumin/PBS to block nonspeciﬁc epitopes.
Anti-vimentin and anti-a-tubulin mAbs were added at 1:800 and 1:50 in BSA/PBS,
respectively. Next, samples were incubated with Hoechst 33342 for 10 min at RT and
washed twice with PBS. The collected samples were then stored at 4  C followed by
examination by confocal laser scanning microscopy (Zeiss L710, Germany).
In some cases, actin staining was used to help identify the contour of a cell. The
projected area of the cell was then measured to determine the cell morphology. Cell
circularity was deﬁned as 4p  area/perimeter2 for quantitative comparison. For
each topographical substrate, no less than 27 cells were counted and analyzed.
2.4. SEM imaging of cells
rBMSCs were seeded initially at 1000 cells/cm2 and collected at day 2. After
being washed three times in Ca2þ- and Mg2þ-free PBS, cells were ﬁxed with 0.25%
glutaraldehyde at RT overnight. By removing the glutaraldehyde with deionized
water, ﬁxed cells were dehydrated in gradient ethanol and ﬁnally dried in a vacuum
for 4 h. Image analysis was performed using a scanning electron microscope (SEM)
(Nova 200 NanoLab scanning electron microscope, USA).
2.5. Cell proliferation and differentiation
Proliferation of rBMSCs seeded at a density of 5000 cells/cm2 was quantiﬁed by
counting the cells daily. The proliferation rate was deﬁned as the ratio of the cell
number at day 3 to that at day 0. In some cases, the rate was estimated every day,
and the time course of cell proliferation was obtained up to day 5.
The differentiation of rBMSCs seeded at a density of 3000 cells/cm2 was tested at
day 3 via an immunostaining technique. Similar to the cytoskeletal protein analysis,
ﬁxed, permeabilized cells were stained with 10 mg/ml of anti-Runx2 or anti-b3tubulin mAbs, and then were incubated with respective FITC-conjugated secondary antibodies. Relative ﬂuorescence intensity (RFI) was estimated using ImageJ
software, and then was normalized by the value for its own nuclei.
2.6. Statistical analysis
Student’s two-tailed t-test was performed to determine the statistical signiﬁcance of differences between any two parameters of twelve cases on topographical
substrate for cell proliferation, morphology, differentiation, and cytoskeletal
remodeling. To further compare the respective contribution of the three regulating
factors of stiffness, topography, and dimension, N-way Anova F-test was also conducted to determine the predominance of differences between these cellular phenotypes on the three sets of parameters. Linear and interaction algorithms obtained
from Matlab software were used to estimate the PF values for substrate stiffness,
topography, and dimension.

3. Results
3.1. rBMSCs on 3D and planar substrates
To mimic the biological responses of rBMSCs under the 3D niche
(cf. Fig. 1), the features of the PA hydrogel substrate was systematically tested using the substrate stiffness, topography, and
dimension. Substrate stiffness was given at E ¼ 46.7 (stiff) and 6.1
(soft) kPa, substrate topography was set in square pillar and groove
conﬁgurations, and substrate dimension was varied by three settings of side-length/inter-pillar gap size (pillar) or ridge width/
ditch width (groove) ¼ 5/15, 10/10, or 15/5 mm. Planar PA hydrogel
was used as the control (Fig. 1).
As a positive control, the impact of substrate stiffness for rBMSCs
was brieﬂy tested on the planar PA substrate. As exempliﬁed in
Fig. S3, the cells preserved their branched (a, d) or elongated (b, e)
shape on the stiff or soft substrate, respectively. No signiﬁcant
difference in cell growth (c) and circularity and area (f) was found

between the stiff or soft substrate. Osteogenic or neuronal differentiation was identiﬁed by Runx2 or b3-tubulin expression for cells
placed on the stiff or soft substrate, respectively (i). Although actin
expression was comparable between the stiff and soft substrate, the
expression of vimentin and a-tubulin was higher on the stiff substrate than on the soft substrate. These brief results supported the
existing observations that substrate stiffness regulates rBMSC
proliferation, morphology, differentiation, and cytoskeletal reorganization [5,13,24,25,28,35,36].
3.2. Stiffness or dimension to rBMSC proliferation
We ﬁrst compared cell proliferation on various substrates at day
3 (Fig. 2aed). It was found that stiffness likely affected rBMSC
proliferation on an evenly dimensioned substrate, as shown by the
proliferation rate being higher on the stiff substrate than on the soft
substrate, either with a pillar dimension of 10/10 (shortly, P10/10)
(3.49  0.96 and 2.50  0.42, respectively; P ¼ 0.042) or with a
grooved dimension of 10/10 (shortly, G10/10) (4.22  1.00 and
2.18  0.84, respectively; P ¼ 0.003) (Fig. 2e). By contrast, no signiﬁcant difference in the rate was found between the stiff and soft
substrate with the same topography and uneven dimension.
Topography most unlikely manipulated rBMSC proliferation between pillar and groove substrates because no remarkable difference in the proliferation rate was found in each pair of cases with
the same stiffness and dimension. Dimension can also regulate
rBMSC proliferation on substrates with the same stiffness and
topography, as demonstrated by the rate being higher on the unevenly dimensioned P15/5 substrate than on the evenly dimensioned P10/10 substrate, either with a stiff (5.24  1.43 and
3.49  0.96, respectively; P ¼ 0.048) or a soft (3.57  0.86 and
2.50  0.42, respectively; P ¼ 0.029) surface (left panel). By contrast,
no signiﬁcant difference was found between any two cases of a
distinctly dimensioned, grooved substrate (right panel) (Fig. 2e).
These results suggested that both stiffness and dimension, but not
topography, affect rBMSC proliferation. Additionally, the stiffer and
more unevenly dimensioned the substrate is, the higher the
magnitude of cell growth that is yielded.
N-way Anova analysis was employed to further test the predominance of these factors. PF yielded 0.000, 0.503, and 0.013 from
the linear analysis for stiffness, topography, and dimension,
respectively, with an order of predominance as stiffness > dimension
>> topography. This result is similar to the aforementioned observations. Further interaction analysis was also performed to test
the potential interplay of any two of the three factors. Data were
presented as PF ¼ 0.189, 0.437, and 0.352 for the respective combination of stiffness4topography, stiffness4dimension, and topography4dimension, indicating that no interplay was found among
the three factors. Taken together, these results suggested that the
predominance of the three factors follows the order stiffness >
dimension >> topography, and the interplay of the factors would be
excluded in regulating rBMSC proliferation.
3.3. Topography or stiffness to rBMSC morphology
Following the same line of comparison, we tested the impact of
the three factors on cell morphology by deﬁning the circularity as
4p  perimeter2/area for isolated cells. No signiﬁcant difference in
cell circularity was found when stiffness or dimension is varied.
Topography alone can alter the cell morphology in three of six
paired cases e i.e., between P5/15 and G5/15 (0.13  0.02 and
0.08  0.02, respectively; P ¼ 0.021) on the stiff substrate or between P10/10 and G10/10 (0.14  0.01 and 0.10  0.02, respectively;
P ¼ 0.014) and between P15/5 and G15/5 (0.15  0.03 and
0.09  0.01, respectively; P ¼ 0.041) on the soft substrate (Fig. 3a).
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Fig. 2. rBMSC proliferation on stiffness-, topology-, and dimension-varied substrates. Optical images of rBMSC grown on stiff (a, b) or soft (c, d) PA hydrogel substrates with square
pillar (a, c) or (b, d) groove conﬁguration. White boxes or lines illustrate the invisible pillars or ridges and black dashed lines denote the contour of a cell. Bar ¼ 20 mm. Data are
presented as the mean  standard deviation (SD) of proliferation ratio at day 3 in sextuplet (evenly-dimensioned cases) or quadruplet (unevenly-dimensioned cases) (e).

These results suggested that substrate topography is a key factor to
regulate rBMSC morphology. Further predominance tests indicated
that PF ¼ 0.011, 0.000, and 0.574 from the linear analysis for stiffness, topography, and dimension, respectively. Not only did this test
support that topography is a key factor, but the test also unraveled a
new important factor, substrate stiffness, in manipulating cell
circularity. Again, no interplay was found between any two of the
three factors from the interaction analysis (all the values, PF>0.50).
Thus, these results suggested that the predominance of the three
factors follows the order topography > stiffness >> dimension in
regulating rBMSC morphology.

We further tested the effect of these factors on cell spreading (cf.
Fig. 2aed and Fig. S4aei). It was indicated that topography alone can
modulate the cell projected area in three of six cases between P5/15
and G5/15 (1874  74 and 1305  171 mm2, respectively; P ¼ 0.006)
and between P10/10 and G10/10 (1742  215 and 1298  93 mm2,
respectively; P ¼ 0.030) on the stiff surface, or between P5/15 and
G5/15 on the soft surface (1752  235 and 1203  165 mm2,
respectively; P ¼ 0.030). By contrast, area difference was also found
in one paired case for stiffness alone between stiff and soft G10/10
(1298  93 and 1526  91 mm2, respectively; P ¼ 0.039) or for
dimension alone between G10/10 and G5/15 on the soft surface
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Fig. 3. Morphology (a) and spreading (b) of rBMSCs on stiff (left panels) and soft (right panels) substrates. Data are presented as the mean  SD of cell circularity (a) and area (b),
respectively, at day 3 in sextuplet (evenly-dimensioned cases) or quadruplet (unevenly-dimensioned cases).

(1526  91 and 1203  165 mm2, respectively; P ¼ 0.041) (Fig. 3b).
These results suggested that topography is a core regulator, whereas
the stiffness or dimension is much less sensitive in regulating rBMSC
spreading. Linear F-test analysis also presented a much lower PF
value (0.006) for topography than that for stiffness (0.877) and
dimension (0.912). No interplay was found between any two of the
three factors from the interaction analysis (all the values, PF>0.15).
Thus, these data implied that the predominance of the three factors
follows the order topography >> stiffness z dimension in regulating
rBMSC spreading.
3.4. Stiffness to rBMSC differentiation
It has been known that multi-lineage differentiation of MSCs is
mainly regulated by substrate stiffness [5,19,23]. We further tested
the impact of the three factors on two lineages of osteogenic and
neuronal differentiation. The relative ﬂuorescence intensity (RFI) of
Runx2 or b3-tubulin was used to identify the differentiated lineage
of osteoblasts or neurons, respectively.
In osteogenic differentiation, Runx2 expression was well
observed on the stiff, but not soft, substrate (Fig. S5a), with a pillar
(RFI ¼ 1.61  0.25 and 0.03  0.02 for P10/10; P ¼ 0.004) (cf. Fig. 4a)
or grooved (1.47  0.45 and 0.05  0.02 for G10/10; P ¼ 0.024) (cf.
Fig. 4c) conﬁguration. This observation supported that rBMSCs tend
to differentiate into osteoblasts on the stiff substrate as expected
[5,17]. Interestingly, topography alone has less impact but is still

effective in osteogenic differentiation because Runx2 expression is
signiﬁcantly different in an unevenly dimensioned case between
P15/5 and G15/5 (2.28  0.23 and 1.34  0.30, P ¼ 0.012). This
dimension-dependent difference was also observed on the stiff
substrate with a pillar, but not grooved, conﬁguration, between
P15/5 and P10/10 (2.28  0.23 and 1.61  0.25; P ¼ 0.026) or P15/5
and P5/15 (2.28  0.23 and 1.61  0.33; P ¼ 0.045) (left panel in
Fig. 4e). These results implied that osteogenic differentiation of
rBMSCs on the stiff substrate favors a square pillar conﬁguration
that is unevenly dimensioned with a large side length but a small
inter-pillar gap size. The predominance order of stiffness >
topography z dimension in regulating osteogenic differentiation of
rBMSCs was then proposed by linear F-test analysis where
PF ¼ 0.000, 0.010, and 0.105, respectively. Thus, these results suggested that osteogenic differentiation of rBMSCs prefers to be
placed on a stiff, pillar substrate with an uneven dimension.
Similarly, b3-tubulin expression was well observed on the soft,
but not stiff, substrate (Fig. S5b), with a pillar (0.07  0.02 and
0.01  0.00 for P10/10; P ¼ 0.023) (cf. Fig. 4b) or grooved
(0.27  0.07 and 0.01  0.00 for G10/10; P ¼ 0.002) (cf. Fig. 4d)
conﬁguration, as reported previously for neuronal differentiation of
rBMSCs [5e7,35]. Topography plays a role in neuronal differentiation, as observed in the difference in b3-tubulin expression between P10/10 and G10/10 (0.07  0.02 and 0.27  0.07; P ¼ 0.007)
or P15/5 and G15/5 (0.04  0.01 and 0.06  0.00; P ¼ 0.030). These
results implied that neuronal differentiation of rBMSCs on the soft
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Fig. 4. Differentiation of rBMSCs in different substrates. Immunostaining of Runx2 (a, c) or b3-tubulin (b, d) for osteogenic or neuronal differentiation marker of rBMSCs cultured at
day 3 on stiff or soft substrate with a typical conﬁguration of P10/10 (a, b) or G10/10 (c, d). White boxes or lines illustrate the invisible pillars or ridges (aed). Bar ¼ 20 mm. Relative
ﬂuorescence intensity (RFI) on stiff or soft substrate was determined via ImageJ software for each cell and normalized by the value of its nucleus (e). Data are presented as the
mean  SD of averaged values for total 27 cells in triplet.

substrate favors a grooved conﬁguration that is evenly dimensioned. A dimension-dependent difference was observed on the soft
substrate mainly with the grooved, but not pillar, conﬁguration,
between G5/15 and G10/10 (0.07  0.01 and 0.27  0.07, P ¼ 0.026)
or G10/10 and G15/5 (0.27  0.07 and 0.06  0.003, P ¼ 0.045) (right
panel in Fig. 4e). Again, the predominance order of stiffness >
dimension z topography in regulating neuronal differentiation of
rBMSCs could be proposed by the linear F-test analysis where
PF ¼ 0.000, 0.013, and 0.002, respectively. Thus, these results
implied that neuronal differentiation of rBMSCs prefers to be
placed on a soft, groove substrate with even dimension.
3.5. rBMSC cytoskeletal re-organization
Stem cell responses to different substrates are highly associated
with cytoskeletal structure [14,15,28,35]. We next tested the impact
of the three factors in the re-organization of three major cytoskeletal components e actin, vimentin, and a-tubulin e by quantifying their RFI values from immunostaining tests.
For actin re-organization, the microﬁlaments spread out extensively on the stiff substrate (Fig. 5a and c) compared with the ﬁlaments

on the soft substrate (Fig. 5b and d). The ﬁlaments also yielded a large
area in a typical pillar P10/10 conﬁguration (Fig. 5aeb) compared with
that in a groove G10/10 conﬁguration (Fig. 5ced), similar to the
aforementioned observation in the projected area (cf. Fig. 3b). Such a
distribution of actin was also observed in other dimensioned substrates (data not shown). Stiffness, topography, or dimension did not
affect actin expression independently because no signiﬁcant difference was found in RFI values between each paired case (¼ 0.711.13;
all the values; P > 0.15) (Fig. 5e). No signiﬁcant difference was found
from the interaction F-test analysis, that is, PF ¼ 0.687, 0.647, and 0.448,
for the respective combination of stiffness4topography, stiffness4dimension, and topography4dimension.
For vimentin re-organization, the intermediate ﬁlaments was
likely distributed close to the nucleus of the cell on the stiff (Fig. 5f
and h) or soft (Fig. 5g and i) substrate in a typical pillar P10/10
(Fig. 5feg) or groove G10/10 (Fig. 5hei) conﬁguration. Such distribution of vimentin was also observed in other dimensioned substrates (data not shown). Again, stiffness, topography, or dimension
did not affect vimentin expression independently, as observed in
the indifferent RFI values between each paired case (¼ 0.130.42;
all the values, P > 0.06) (Fig. 5j). However, a seemingly combinatory
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Fig. 5. Cytoskeletal structure of rBMSCs in different substrates. Immunostaining of actin (aed), vimentin (fei) or a-tubulin (ken) of rBMSCs cultured at day 3 on stiff or soft substrate with a typical conﬁguration of P10/10 (1st row) or
G10/10 (2nd row). White boxes or lines illustrate the invisible pillars or ridges. Bar ¼ 20 mm. Relative ﬂuorescence intensity (RFI) on stiff or soft substrate was determined via ImageJ software for each cell and normalized by the value of its
nucleus (3rd row). Data are presented as the mean  SD of averaged values for total 27 cells in triplet.
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impact, even much less, was still observed from the interaction
F-test analysis by PF ¼ 0.034 for topography4dimension, whereas
PF ¼ 0.319 and 0.660 for the respective combination of stiffness4topography and stiffness4dimension. PF was then recalculated, using the main factor algorithm within the interaction model,
to be 0.686, 0.157, and 0.441 for stiffness, topography, and dimension, respectively, which turned out to be the possible predominance order of topography > dimension > stiffness in regulating
jointly the vimentin network of rBMSCs.
For a-tubulin re-organization, the microtubule distribution was
similar to that for actin on the stiff (Fig. 5k and m) or soft (Fig. 5l and
n) substrate in the pillar or groove conﬁguration, not only with a
typical dimension of P10/10 (Fig. 5kel) or G10/10 (Fig. 5men) but
also with the other dimensioned substrates (data not shown). Stiffness, topography, or dimension did not affect a-tubulin expression
independently, as observed in the indifferent RFI values between
each paired case (¼ 0.390.83; all the values, P  0.20) (Fig. 5o).
Distinctly, no interplay between any two of the three factors was
observed from the interaction F-test analysis by PF ¼ 0.782, 0.485,
and 0.758, for the respective combination of stiffness4topography,
stiffness4dimension, and topography4dimension, implying that
no combinatory impact of the three factors exists in regulating the
a-tubulin network of rBMSCs.
4. Discussion
In the present study, we sought to determine the independent
or combinatory effect of stiffness, topography, and/or dimension of
substrates in regulating the proliferation, morphology, differentiation, and cytoskeletal re-organization of rBMSCs. Using limited but
typical combinations of the parameters, we proposed the distinct
roles of the three regulating factors in different cell functions. The
predominant impact of a single factor was mainly found for stiffness or dimension to proliferation, topography or stiffness to
morphology, and stiffness to differentiation, but none to cytoskeletal re-organization. By contrast, the seemingly combinatory effects
were demonstrated for topography4dimension to vimentin. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst study to map systematically
the respective contribution of the three factors and rank their
importance in rBMSC functions, shedding light on how to replicate
the in vivo 3D niche using an in vitro approach.
Physical clues or mechanical forces regulate stem cell functions
through changing the cell shape and altering cytoskeletal network
[37]. Stiff matrix is favorable for MSC proliferation by up-regulating
the expressions of cell adhesive molecules to develop an equal,
opposite counterbalancing forces to the substratum. Dimensional
unevenness of topographic substrate also promotes MSC growth
presumably due to direct the cells grow up in a less conﬁned
manner. MSC morphology is mainly governed by substrate
topography upon contact guidance and topographic reaction, in
which the substrate stiffness also plays an important role in
regulating cell spreading (circularity and projected area) by
altering the capacity of cell adhesion on a stiff or soft substrate.
Moreover, not only the substrate stiffness determines the fate of
MSCs through altering cell traction force and changing the nuclear
translocation of transcript factors, but the substrate topography
and dimension also regulate MSC differentiation by modifying the
distribution of focal adhesion complexes and in turn modulating
the cell traction [38]. While these physical or mechanical signals
present the differential effects on stem cell functions, the related
downstream pathways (integrin, RhoA, and ROCK) need to be
clariﬁed in the future work. Thus, a well-deﬁned 3D substratum
with appropriate stiffness, topography, and dimension is crucial to
control stem cell behaviors in stem cell biology and engineered
tissue construction.
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Such a differential effect is biologically relevant because substrate stiffness, topography and dimension are usually coupled in
the in vivo 3D stem cell niche. First, substrate stiffness or dimension
tends to be more sufﬁcient than topography in regulating stem cell
proliferation. The hMSC proliferation rate increases up to 10-fold
with the increase of stiffness from 0.7 to 80 kPa on the PA substrate [13], and murine ESC proliferation is enhanced from 41 kPa to
2.3 MPa on the PDMS substrate [39], ﬁndings that are consistent
with our observation that the stiff PA substrate at 46.7 kPa is
favorable to promote rBMSC proliferation (Fig. S3c). It should be
noted that stiffness usually works in a cell- and material-speciﬁc
manner because no difference in hMSC proliferation is found between the stiff and soft gelatin hydroxyphenylpropionic acid
hydrogels [40], or even neural stem or progenitor cells prefer to
proliferate on the soft methacrylamide chitosan substrate [41].
Moreover, substrate dimension also plays a potential role in stem
cell proliferation, as observed by the proliferation rate of canine
MSCs being signiﬁcantly higher on 2-mm ridge and groove surfaces
than that on 0.4-, 0.8-, 1.2-, 1.6-, and 4-mm surfaces [42], or by the
rMSCs tending to proliferate on microhilled chitosan with a diameter of 5e30 mm but not 10 mm [43]. Our data also indicated that
substrate dimension is more critical than its topography in this
regard (Fig. 2). Next, substrate topography or stiffness is more
sensitive than dimension to manipulate stem cell morphology and
spreading. A grooved topography is well known to promote the
directed alignment of various stem or precursor cells in the literature [44e47] as well as in the current study (Fig. 2b, d, and Fig. S4).
The microarrays made of the poly(epsilon-caprolactone) shapememory polymer can control hMSC morphology on dynamic topographies that are hexagon, circle, square, right angle, or groove
shaped [48], supporting that substrate topography is the leading
factor to regulate cell morphology and spreading by sensing and
responding to external stimulus in vivo. In addition, we further
presented that rMSCs on the stiff pillar substrate is more elongated
than those on the soft substrate (Fig. 3aeb), implying that stiffness
also plays a role in regulating cell morphology. Finally, substrate
stiffness is well known to be predominate in promoting stem cell
differentiation, as observed for the respective osteogenic and
neuronal differentiation of hMSCs on bone-like (25e40 kPa) and
brain-like (0.1e1 kPa) stiffness [5,35] and neuronal differentiation
of rMSCs on stiff (46.7 kPa) and soft (6.1 kPa) planar PA substrates
(Figs. S3gei and S5). Moreover, we proposed here that topography
or dimension is complementarily effective in the two lineage fates
of rBMSCs to some extent (Fig. 4). In fact, it has been noticed that
the ordered, but not randomized, topographical substrate is sufﬁcient to induce hMSC osteogenic differentiation [30,49], and
grooved topography favors axon growth and guidance of the
neuronal response of MSCs [50], consistent with our ﬁndings that
the pillar or groove topography induces relatively higher expression of Runx2 and b3-tubulin (Fig. 4e) than those on the planar
substrate (Fig. S3i). In addition to the known impact of nanoscale
dimensioned topography [24,31,32], micro-scale dimension
dependence of stem cell differentiation has also been observed
such that the intermediate width/spacing (40/30 mm), but not the
larger (80/40 mm) or smaller dimension (30/20 mm) of the micropatterned ridge, induces the neuronal phenotype of hMSCs [51].
Similar dimension dependence was found in the current study
where rBMSCs favor placement on an unevenly dimensioned substrate for osteogenic differentiation and on an evenly dimensioned
substrate for neuronal differentiation (Fig. 4e). Taken together, our
data further the understanding of differential effects of substrate
stiffness, topography, and dimension on the biological functions of
rBMSCs.
Moreover, such ﬁndings are also crucial to elucidate the effects
of substrate variation on proliferation and morphology of those
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terminally differentiated cells. For example, a body of evidence
indicates that cell adhesion depends on substrate stiffness
[28,52,53], which is closely related with cell proliferation. Proliferation of human corneal keratocytes is found to increase with
ridge width, from 0.35 to 10 mm, of grooved chitosan or PDMS
substrate, but is comparable to that on the unpatterned control,
which is in accordance with our observation that dimension is
more important than topography (right panel in Fig. 2e) [54].
Altering the inter-pillar gap size reveals dramatic changes in
ﬁbroblast proliferation and identiﬁes remarkable stress-induced
variations in cytoskeleton and focal adhesion morphology [55].
A few studies have been focusing on the combinatory effect of
stiffness and dimension on topographical substrates. Stiff and
topographical PA substrates favor the alignment (circularity) of rat
cardiac ﬁbroblasts [52], similar to our observation in the rBMSC
spreading (Fig. 3). A ridge width of 10 mm with dimensions of the
cells’ own size, but not the smaller (5 mm) or larger (20, 25, or
50 mm) size, is favorable for L929 ﬁbroblasts to adhere and spread
on a grooved, poly(ethylene glycol)-based hydrogel, whereas the
effect of varied stiffness (91, 350, or 1100 kPa) was only manifested
in combination with topography to foster the adhesion and
spreading on softer substrates [56], ﬁndings that are consistent
with our observations on evenly dimensioned, stiff and soft substrates (Fig. 3ced). Human osteosarcoma SaOs-2 and MG63 cells
placed on a square pillar PDMS substrate spread speciﬁcally by
pushing (or pulling) down their nuclei and main bodies into the
grooves between pillars [57], a ﬁnding that is similar to our ﬁndings
that rBMSCs tend to be located on the wider site at a cell-typespeciﬁc threshold of dimension (Fig. S4). Thus, not only did our
data support, in principle, the previous observations, but they also
added additional information regarding the impact of varied
topography.
It should be noted that the depth of a pitch or a groove is also an
important factor, which is not considered in the current work. For
example, the morphology and orientation of rat cardiomyocytes
were found to be inﬂuenced mainly by the depth (100 or 350 nm) of
the grooved polystyrene and polyurethane substrate, whereas the
contractile function of the cells was regulated by the coupled effect
of depth and stiffness [58]. The spreading of MG63 osteoblast-like
cells was reduced, and cell elongation was enhanced, when
increasing the titania pillar height from 15 to 100 nm [59]. Integrating the information of depth dimension into the combinatory
effect would result in the bifurcating observation. The dimension
(depth) and stiffness were found to highly co-regulate the
spreading of human umbilical vein endothelial cells on round pillars of silica or PDMS [60] or the spreading of bovine aortic endothelial cells on grooves of PA [53], whereas our data indicated that
topography is more predominant than stiffness and dimension
(width) in rBMSC spreading (area). Another example is that the rat
Schwann cell precursor line is most likely aligned in the narrowest
and deepest grooves and differentiate toward early Schwann cells
on stiffer, narrower grooves [44], whereas the main body of evidence [5,46,47,51,61,62], including ours here, support that MSCs are
in favor of a soft substrate to differentiate into neuronal cells. Thus,
caution should be taken when the predominance of regulating
factors is applied into other types and/or dimensions of topographical substrates because the importance of each regulating
factor depends on the cell types, material properties, as well as
mechanotransductive signaling, which will be investigated in
future studies.
5. Conclusions
While the topographically induced fate decision of rBMSCs is
used to mimic in vitro their responses in the physiologically 3D

niche, their sensitivity and capacity to undergo cell spreading is
dramatically improved via various changes in stiffness, topography,
and dimension. The mechanism underlying this difference involves
their differential ability to alter the proliferation, morphology, and
differentiation independently. Interestingly, the seemingly combinatory effect of topography and dimension was also found in regulating vimentin re-organization. These results imply the differential
predominance of mechano-biological responses for rBMSCs,
particularly when they are considered a therapeutic cell source for
regenerative application.
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